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ABSTRACT  

 This paper describes the estimation of first order Transfer Function (TF) with dead time 

for the machine tool spindle and thermoelectric cooler (TEC) prototype. Real time 

temperature response of the prototype is used to estimate the parameters of TF. The estimated 

TF has been verified by making simulation model for it and comparing the simulated result 

with measured data. The time domain response of estimated TF closely characterizes the real 

time nature of the prototype. 
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INTRODUCTION  

In high precision machine tool, spindle is a very important component, whose precision affect 

the overall performance of machine tool [1]. The source of certain machining errors has been 

observed to be closely associated with the spindle temperature of machine tool [2, 3]. Hence, 

study and modeling of thermal behavior of machine tool spindle is significant to improve the 

machine performance and consequently the product. There are several research carried out on 

modeling of thermal behavior of machine tool spindle and its different optimization approach. H. 

J. Pahk and S. W. Lee (2002) use different methods to represent the relationship between the 

temperature data and the spindle error [4]. Hong Yong et.al. (2003) modeled the dynamic 

behaviors of temperature field and thermal deformation of machine tool structures [5]. The 

transfer functions for thermal deformation in Y-axis and Z-axis was modeled by the Horejs et.al 

[6]. In 2008, Jie Zhu carried out research work on robust thermal error modeling and 

compensation for CNC machine tools.  

. 

Earlier we designed a Fuzzy Logic based system to compensate the thermal deformation of 

machine tool spindle [8]. This system adopts the active compensation technique using 
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thermoelectric cooling (TEC) to maintain the standard working temperature of machine tool 

within acceptable limits [9-13]. Later on, we developed a prototype system to demonstrate the 

performance of Fuzzy Logic Temperature Controller. The prototype consists of thermoelectric 

module (TEC), heat sink, 15W heat source and an acrylic box. Figure 1 shows an illustration 

of the parts making up the complete module. Present paper discusses the modelling of transfer 

function for this prototype.  

 

The actual set up required, to compensate the spindle temperature, takes a thermoelectric module 

mounted on a heat sink to remove hot side temperature into the atmosphere. The cool side of the 

TEC is forced by a fan that carries cool air onto the spindle through thermally insulated ducts. 

Heat sink removes heat from Hot-Side of thermoelectric cooler heat pipe [14, 15]. The fan 

attached over heat sink is employed to drive the heat from the TEC module rapidly. The TEC 

module used is TEC1-12706, which has a maximum heat transfer capacity of 54 W at the 

maximum temperature difference of 68°C [16, 17]. However, implementing the set up for 

demonstration is difficult since the spindle setup is bulky and costly. Hence, for demonstration 

purpose a 15w halogen bulb is placed inside the box that emulate as a spindle heat source. Figure 

2 shows a picture of the finished prototype. 

 

I. DATA LOGGING UNIT TO COLLECT STEP RESPONSE DATA OF THE 

PROTOTYPE 

 

 A data logger system is designed to monitor and collect temperature readings of the prototype 

[18]. Data logger reads temperature and sends it to the PC for further storage and analyses. To 

record the data collected by the data logger system, it is fed to the computer through serial 

communication using RS232 protocol [19]. The recorded data is in the text form and their 

Fig.1. Parts illustration of the cooler module Fig.2. Picture of the finished prototype 
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sampling rate is 1 second. For monitoring temperature status of the process, an alphanumeric 

LCD display is employed. The circuit diagram of the data logger is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
 

II. Real Time Response and Estimation of the Process Transfer Function 

 

To estimating the process transfer function, it is necessary to take real time response of the 

process. Figure 4 shows the picture of the experimental setup to measure the change in process 

temperature for given input control signal. The 12V step is applied to TEC module and the 

surface temperature of the TEC cold side is measured. It is observed that the cold side surface 

temperature reaches up to 20C. Closer look of the TEC module cold side is shown in Figure 5. 

A fan is mounted on the surface of the TEC cold side and 12V step is applied to TEC module, 

the corresponding air temperature reading in the box is recorded at 1-second sample time. 

Figure 6 shows the plot of temperature vs. sample time. 

 

Process reaction curve method has been used to estimate the transfer function of the process 

[20].  In the estimation of the transfer function by a process reaction curve method, first of all 

the process input i.e. manipulated variables are kept at the nominal value and allow the process 

output to reach the steady state value. The steady state input and output controlled variable i.e. 

cooler temperature values are noted down. To develop control relevant dynamic model of the 

system, first order Transfer Function is proposed with dead time relating outputs to inputs as     

𝐺(𝑆) = 
𝛿𝑦(𝑆)

𝛿𝑢(𝑆)
=

𝐾

𝑇𝑆+1
𝑒−𝜏𝑆                                               (1)  

Fig.3. Data logger circuit diagram 
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δy=output=y-y ̅   ; δu=input=u-u ̅ and G(S) indicates the TF of the system. The parameters are 

defined with respect to operating at steady state. The gain is calculated using the steady state 

change in the output per unit change in the input signal. The time constant (T) is taken as time 

taken  for  the  process  to  reach  63.3%  of  its  final  value [21,22]. The pictorial representation 

describing this procedure is shown in Figure 7 

Fig.5.Picture of TEC cold side 

surface view 

Fig.4. Picture of experimental setup  

 

Fig.6. Real time step response of cooler unit 
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Based on the real time step response of the cooler, the TF parameters obtained are -0.916 for K, 

300 for T and 2 for τ. To compare the real time measurement with the output result given by 

estimated TF a Simulink model has been created as shown in Figure 8 [23]. The same magnitude 

step signal is applied to the input of TF model, as applied during real measurement of prototype. 

Observing and comparing the time response graph of real measurements and output of proposed 

TF, the value of parameters are hand tuned to obtain the optimum output from the purposed TF 

model of cooler temperature. The optimum value for the parameters achieved are K=-0.915, 

T=200, τ =5. Equation 2 shows the estimated model for cooler unit. 

                        𝐺(𝑆) =
Temperature

Current
=

−0.915

200𝑆+1
𝑒−5𝑆                                               (2) 

For demonstrating, a prototype developed bears a 15W halogen bulb to emulate as a spindle heat 

source.  A constant regulated voltage is applied to the bulb so that its temperature reaches to 

35oC maximum. The same procedure is used to estimate heater TF model as that of the cooler.  

Equation 3 gives the estimated heater TF. 

𝐺(𝑆) = Temperature

Voltage
=

1.018

95𝑆+1
𝑒−32𝑠                                                   (3) 

 

Fig.7. Estimation of process transfer function 

Fig.8. Simulink model to test TF of cooler unit 
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RESULT AND CONCLUSION 
A comparison between time response of estimated transfer functions given by Equation 2, 3 and time response from 

the real measurements are shown in the Figure 9, 10. This graphs revealed that the measured cooler, heater 

temperature and their consequent response given by estimated TF model have close resemble. Therefore, the 

estimated TF models are adequate and can be used to demonstrate spindle temperature optimization process. 
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